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(57) Abstract

An electronic publication publishing and
distribution system is provided for dissemina-
tion of written materials that can be read on a

portable electronic book. A host computer con-
tains an inventory of written materials in elec-

tronic form, that can be selected and then down-
loaded into the portable electronic book*s mem-
ory. The host computer keeps track of the trans-

actions, and encodes the data prior to down-
loading, using an encryption system involving
a security number that is unique to the portable

electronic book. The encrypted data cannot be
decrypted until it is resident in the memory of
the portable electronic book. Upon receipt of
the encrypted data, the portable electronic book
decrypts the data, and can display the text of
the original material on its display screen. The
portable electronic book has a central processing
unit with an operating system for controlling the

functions of the portable electronic book. There
is non-volatile electronic memory storage for re-

taining publications in the portable electronic

book. A plurality of electronic keys is provided
in the portable electronic book that corresponds
to graphical representations such as icons on the

portable electronic book display adjacent to each
key. These keys are integral to the user inter-

face for controlling the devices.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

VIEWING ELECTRONIC READING MATERTALp

BACKGROUND OF THE INVKNTTOM

1 • Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to the
publication and distribution of electronic reading
materials, and to a method and apparatus for viewing
electronic reading materials.

2 . Description of the Related Art

Electronic reading materials are commonly available
on various on-line computer services, such as America On
Line, Compuserve, the Internet and the World Wide Web,
These materials are typically in the public domain, as
there is no accepted method for distribution that
maintains the integrity of copyrighted materials. This
is due in part to the ease with which the recipient of
the documents can redistribute them at no cost to
potentially thousands of other subscribers, with no
accounting for the royalties that are due to the
copyright holder.

Although it is a simple process for on-line
subscribers to download these materials to their
computer using a telephone line modem or other
communication system, it is not practical for multiple-
page documents to be read while sitting at a computer
terminal

.

Accordingly, there is a need in the technology for
a system for retaining a library of publications and for
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selectively loading these publications into a portable
viewer with non-volatile memory storage. There is also
a need in the technology for providing a secure
communications system that permits downloading of
copyrighted materials without concern for their
proliferation through present on-line services.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTTOKI

The present invention is directed to a system for
retaining a library of publications and for selectively
loading these publications into a remote portable
electronic viewing unit with non-volatile memory
storage. The present invention also provides for a
secure communications system that permits downloading of
copyrighted materials without concern for their
proliferation through present on-line services.

One embodiment of the present invention includes an
electronic publication and distribution system having a
host computer which communicates with a plurality of
remote, portable electronic viewing units, such as
portable electronic books. The portable electronic
books are designed to be able to load publications,
selected from a bookstore or other on-line source via
the host computer, into the remote computer memory.
Each portable electronic book has a modem or other
communications part for receiving and transferring data
between the host and the portable electronic book. The
portable electronic book has a central processing unit
with an operating system for controlling the functions
of the portable electronic book. There is non-volatile
electronic memory storage for retaining publications in
the portable electronic book, A plurality of electronic
switches are provided in the portable electronic book
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that correspond to graphical representations such as
icons on the portable electronic book display adjacent
to each switch. These switches are integral to the user
interface for controlling the devices. A digitized pen
input system can also be provided for the user
interface

.

Accordingly, an object of the invention is to
provide an improved publication distribution system and
a method of storing publications and for loading a

selected program or set of publications into an
electronic display device.

Another object of the invention is to provide a

method of maintaining a publication "virtual bookstore"
that allows for an effective manner of examining the
contents according to individual interests, and
selecting the material to download.

A further object of the invention is to provide a

portable electronic viewing unit that is compatible with
the virtual bookstore, and the corresponding security
and communication features.

A further object of the invention is to provide a
user interface in the portable viewer that facilitates
the selection, navigation and manipulation of the
published works as they are read.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAVITNaf;

Figure 1 is an overall block diagram of the
publication and distribution system 10 of the present
invention

.
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Figure 2A is one embodiment of the portable display
unit 32 of the present invention, as utilized in the
publication and distribution system 10 of Figure 1.

Figure 2B is a detailed block diagram of the
portable display unit 32 of Figure 2a.

Figure 3A is an exemplary main screen display page
60a provided on screen 60 of Figures 2A and 2B,

illustrating the features of one embodiment of the
present invent ion

.

Figure 3B is an exemplary function icons screen
display page 60b provided on display screen 60 of
Figures 2A and 2B, illustrating the features of another
embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3C illustrates an exemplary font 123

utilized by the portable display unit 32 of the present
invention for displaying text.

Figures 4A-4H illustrate additional exemplary
display pages 60c-60h corresponding to additional
features provided by the portable display unit 32 of the
present invention

.

Figures 5A and 5B are flowcharts illustrating the
main process S200 of viewing electronic reading
materials as utilized by the publication and
distribution system 10 of the present invention.

Figures 6A-6H are flowcharts illustrating the
subprocesses S224, S226, S228, S232, S236, S240, S244
and S248, shown in Figures 5A and 5B.
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DETAILED DESCRTPTTON OF THE PREFERRPH EMBOnTMK^JT

In the following description, the terms electronic
publications, reading materials, text and documents are
used interchangeably and generally refer to reading
materials, pictures and graphics that can be read by
literate individuals. The features: remote viewing
system, portable viewer, electronic book and display
device, refer to a system for viewing reading materials.
The terms: user interface, navigation, control and
manipulation, refer to methods for controlling the
environment of the reading materials. Typical
applications are reading materials that are of such a
time-sensitive nature that publication and distribution
via conventional means is not practical. Other
applications include materials that consist of a
collection of texts from a plurality of sources which
are compiled in such a way as to provide value to the
reader, materials currently out of print, and materials
of highly specialized interest, limited interest or of
unknown interest so as to not justify publication in
printed form.

Referring now to Figure 1, the publication and
distribution system 10 of the present invention includes
transmitting station 12 and receiving station 14. The
transmitting station 12 includes host computer 16,

content database 18, data compressor 20, data encryptor
24, modem 26 and memory 40. The receiving station 14
includes modem 30, which is connected to a portable
display unit 32 and optionally, a personal computing
device 44. It should be understood that, although the
data communication between the computer 16 and the
computer 44 or device 32 is described as unidirectional
(from the computer 16 to the computer 44 or device 32),
the system 10 allows for bi-directional communication.
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In addition, one of ordinary skill in the art will
recognize that either one side or both sides of the
system 10 can be embodied as a transmitter /receiver

.

The publication and distribution system 10 is controlled
by a host computer 16 located within the transmitting
station 12. The host computer 16 can be any computer,
data processing system, or World Wide Website capable of
handling the peripheral devices described below.

The host computer 16 manages a content database 18
which contains primarily copyrighted publications or
works. In the process of distributing these works, the
host computer 16 communicates with a portable display
unit 32 located within the receiving station 14. The
receiving station 14 includes modem 30, which is
connected to a portable display unit 32 through a

communications channel 34, which may be a digital data
stream on a telephone line, an Integrated Services
Digital Network (ISDN) line, a coaxial cable, a fiber
optic cable or any other serial streaming medium.

As shown in Figure 1, the communications channel 34
includes data compressor 20, data encryptor 24 and modem
2 6 which are located at the transmitting station 12, and
modem 30, and optionally, a personal computing device 44
and portable display units which are located in the
receiving station 14. The host computer 16 first
interrogates the portable display unit 32 through the
data channel 34 for its unique serial number, which
consists of a number that serves as a "public key" 3 6 in
the data encryption system. The host computer 16

compares the public key 3 6 against a valid key list 42

located in memory 4 0 to determine whether it is a valid
key. If it is, the host computer 16 passes the data
through the data compressor 20, which may be a software
algorithm, hardware device, or combination of the two.
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The host computer 16 then uses this key 3 6 to encrypt
the selected published works from the content database
18 using a corresponding private key from the key list
42, and a data encryptor 24, which may be a software
algorithm, hardware device, or combination of the two,
as is known in the technology.

The encrypted, compressed data is then sent to the
display device 3 2 through a modem 2 6 located at the
transmitting end of the system 12. The modem 26
modulates the data according to the requirements of a
transmission medium 28, which may be a landline, a
satellite, a cable, a fiber or other telecommunications
medium. At the receiving end, a modem 30 demodulates
the data provided in a transmission medium 28. The
modem 2 8 can then provide this data to the portable
display unit 32, or alternatively, to a personal
computing device 44, which then provides the data to the
display device 32 through an electronic connection 46,

Once the data is in the portable display unit 32,
the data is decrypted using the private key 3 8 of the
device 32. This is accomplished either through a
software algorithm, a hardware device, or combination of
the two, as is known in the technology. The resulting
compressed data is then stored in non-volatile memory in
the portable display unit 32.

Figure 2A is one embodiment of the portable display
unit 32 of the present invention, as utilized in the
publication and distribution system 10 of Figure 1. The
portable display unit 32 a slim rectangular unit of six
inches in width, seven inches in height and one inch
thick. The portable display unit has a front face 50, a
top 52, a base 54, a first side 55, a second side 56 and
a back 58. The front face 50 includes a display screen
60, which may be a liquid crystal display (LCD), cathode
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ray tube (CRT) , electro-luminescent display (EL) or
other display device as is known in the technology. In
a preferred embodiment, the display screen 60 is an LCD.
Located next to the display screen 60, along the second
side 56, are a plurality of keys or function switches
62, which are used to select icons displayed on the
display screen 60. These icons represent a variety of
functions that are provided by the portable display unit
32, as will be discussed in detail in the following
sections. The brightness of the display screen 60 is

controlled by an LCD adjust switch 64 located below the
display screen 60, at the bottom of the front face 50.

Located on the top 52 of the portable display unit
32 is a switch 66 for powering the portable display unit
32 on or off. In addition, an RJ-11 phone jack 68 is

located on the top 52, as is a connector 70 for

connection to an AC adapter 72. The phone jack 68 and
connector 70 may alternatively be located on the back 58

of the portable display unit 32. In addition, the
portable display unit 32 may be powered by batteries
such as NiMh batteries. The portable display unit 32

also includes an electronics module (not shown) , which
includes a central processing unit (CPU) , memory units

such as Read-only Memory (ROM) , Random Access Memory
(RAM) and non-volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM) , an
internal modem, the LCD driver, a charge circuit and a

clock, and optionally, a pen and digitizer screen

overlaid on the display screen 60.

Figure 2B is a detailed block diagram of the

portable display unit 32 of Figure 2B. The portable
display unit 32 is controlled by a central processing
unit (CPU) 80, which can execute program instructions

from Read Only Memory ROM (ROM) 82, non-volatile Random

Access Memory (NVRAM) 84, or Random Access Memory (RAM)
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86. These instructions 82a, 84a and 86a located in ROM
82, NVRAM 84 and RAM 86 respectively, provide the
control for all the device operations of the portable
display unit 32. The CPU 80 is coupled to address
decode circuit 88, which also comprises miscellaneous
logic circuitry. The address decode circuit 88, which
performs address decoding, is coupled to a speaker
driver 90, a serial I/O driver 92, function switches 62,
a pen digitizer 63 and a high speed modem 96. The
speaker driver 9 0 drives speakers (not shown) connected
to the portable display unit 32, while the serial I/O
driver 92 drives the I/O devices such as a printer, or a
connection to a standard personal computer.

The printer connected via the serial I/O driver 92

enables the portable display unit 3 2 to produce a hard
copy of the published materials stored in the memory of
the portable display unit 32. In the preferred
embodiment, the portable display unit 32 will not permit
the printing of copyrighted works that have been
purchased through the host computer 16. As described
earlier, the switches 62 are used for selecting icons
displayed on the display screen. Alternatively, the
switches 62 may exist as a touch-sensitive overlay on
the top 52 of display screen 60 of the display unit 32.
In the latter case, the user simply touches the surface
of the display screen 60 directly above the icon of the
function desired.

The modem 9 6 may be internal or external to the
display device 32, and is used to communicate with the
host computer 16 of Figure 1. If an external modem is
used, it may be represented by modem 3 0 in Figure 1. in
this case, modem 96 in Figure 2 will not be used. If an
internal modem such as modem 96 is used, then modem 3 0

of Figure 1 will not be utilized. For secure data
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transactions, serialized public and private keys 82b or
84b are used. The public and private keys 82b or 84b
are stored either in ROM 82 or NVRAM 84, or any other
semiconductor device as is known in the technology. As
discussed earlier, the display device 32 displays its
information on a display screen 60, which is controlled
by a display controller 98 that is compatible with the
display 60,

Operation of the portable display unit 32 is
accomplished through a plurality of function switches 62
located on the face 50 of the portable display unit 32,
along the second side 56, each of which corresponds to
functions the user wishes to activate. The function of
the switches 62 can be changed under software control.
Alternatively, operation of the portable display unit 32
may be controlled through input via pen 63 . The pen 63
may be a stylus pen, as is known in the art. Such
stylus pens are available in various technologies,
including but not limited to touch sensitive, resistive
stylus pens. In the present preferred embodiment, the
controlling program identifies to the user, the function
of the switches 62 by displaying a representation of the
functions of the switches 62 on a display page 60a (see
Figure 3A) on display screen 60. The representations
are located adjacent to the switches 62 and may be in
the form of an icon, text, or combination of the two.
In a preferred embodiment, the representation is an
icon. The icon images 82c are stored in ROM 82 or in
NVRAM 84

.

Referring now to Figures 3A and 3B, the operation
of the device 32 is made by first selecting one of a
plurality of functions represented by icons 62, text, or
both on a display page 64a of the display screen 60 by
pressing on a switch 62 that corresponds to the function
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desired. These physical switches may be adjacent to the
display screen 60, or may exist as a touch-sensitive
overlay on top of display screen 60 of the portable
display unit 32. In the latter, the user simply touches
the surface of the display screen 60 directly above the
icon of the function desired.

Figure 3A is an exemplary main display page 60a
provided on display screen 60 of Figures 2A and 2B,
illustrating the features of one embodiment of the
present invention. When the portable display unit 32 is
powered on, the display screen 60 first displays the
main display page 60a, as shown in Figure 3A. On the
main display page 60a, display text 100, graphics (not
shown) and/or photographs (not shown) that constitute
electronic reading materials are displayed. The display
text 100, graphics or photographs may be displayed alone
or in combination. Navigation of the reading materials
is effected by different functions as represented by a
plurality of function displays, such as icons 102. One
such function corresponds to the effect of "turning the
page" and an icon 104 representing turning to the next
page is provided for the selection of this function.
When thus selected, the display screen 60 will display
the text and graphics from the next page. Similarly, an
icon 106 representing the function of turning to the
previous page enables the user to go back through the
text 100 when the icon 106 is selected. A third icon
108 enables the user to view other display functions
when selected. These additional display functions are
illustrated in Figure 3B.

When the display function icon 108 is selected, the
display screen 60 displays the display page 60b as shown
in Figure 3B. The display page 60b illustrates text 100
along with a plurality of function icons such as the
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"mark page" icon 120, the "change font" icon 122, the
"flip through pages" icon 124, the "dictionary" icon
126, the "underline" icon 128, the "call bookstore" icor
130, the "connect to PC" icon 1321, the "switch books"
icon 134, the purge book" icon 136, an "exit" icon 137
and the "hide icons" icon 138. Each of the icons 120-
13 8 represent additional functions provided by the
portable display unit 32.

When the "mark page" icon 120 is selected, the
portable display unit 32 marks the current page by
displaying a marker tab on the page. In the event that
the text 110 is not of a size that suits the user, the
size of the font on text 110 is displayed and can then
be enlarged or reduced. In this case, the "change font"
icon 122 may be selected so as to change the current
font size to the next font size in a pre-determined
series of fonts, ranging in order from a small font to a
large font. Each time the switch 65 corresponding to
icon 122 is pressed, (or, in an embodiment using a

touch-sensitive display screen, when the icon 122 is
pressed by the user) the font will switch to the next
pre-determined font size. For the larger font sizes, an
"anti-aliased" display technique may be used to provide
character smoothing. Examples of such an "anti-aliased"
display technique includes that described in U.S. Patent
No. 5,233,334, entitled "Text Display Apparatus and a

Method of Displaying Text" issued August 3, 1993, and
U.S. Patent No. 5,305,428 entitled "Image Forming
Apparatus" issued April 19, 1994.

In the preferred embodiment, the font used to
display the text 100 is designed to provide maximal
reading clarity by utilizing the individual pixels of
the display screen 60 in an optimal manner as shown by
the font 123 in Figure 3C. This is unlike typical
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screen displays which use "What You See Is What You Get
(WYSIWYG) " technology to represent as best as possible
what the text 100 will look like when printed. In

addition, a word, sentence or image denoted in bold or
otherwise altered in form, can have a "warm link"

associated with it. If this link is activated by means
of the pen 63 or a switch 64 which corresponds to be
"warm link" function, then the next time the portable
display unit 32 is on-line with the host computer 16, it

can quickly jump the display page 60 that this link
points to.

Figures 4A - 4F are exemplary display pages 60c-60h
corresponding to other features of the portable display
unit 32. In particular, Figure 4A illustrates an

exemplary display page 60c which is displayed when the
"dictionary" icon 124 as shown in Figure 3B is selected.

The portable display unit 32 includes the ability to

automatically look up and display the dictionary
definition of a word 140 in the text 100. When the user
desires to look up a word 140, the ? " icon 141 is

selected. When this occurs, the CPU 80 looks up the
word 140 in the dictionary 82d located in ROM 54 (see

Figure 2B) and the display 60 shows the definition in a

window 142 that the user can remove by selecting an "OK"

icon 144, or waiting for a pre-determined amount of time
to pass.

If the word 140 is not in the dictionary 82d, the
CPU 80 can look in the supplemental word list 84e

located in NVRAM 84 for a definition. This supplemental
word list 84e located in NVRAM 84 is downloaded with the
text 100, and provides words that are pre-determined to
be absent in the resident dictionary 84e located in ROM
82d.
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The display page 60c further includes a number of
icons 14 6-152 which may be used to move the cursor up a
line, to move the cursor to the left by a word, to over
the cursor to the right by a word or to move the cursor
down by a line, respectively. It also includes an
"exit" icon 153 which when selected, facilitates exiting
from the current page. In addition, the display page
60c also displays a "hide icons" icon 154, which when
selected, hides all the icons 141, 146-154 displayed on
the page 60c.

Figure 4B illustrates a another exemplary display
page 60d provided on display screen 60 of Figures 2A and
2B when the "underline" icon 128 as shown in Figure 3B
is selected. As shown, the display screen 60 provides
display page 60d which displays two icons, namely, the
"underline last sentence" icon 156 and "underline next
sentence" icon 15 8, which allow the user to move forward
or backward through the text, underlining selected one
sentence at a time, respectively. The "hide icons" icon
154 is also displayed, A sentence can also be
underlined by "stroking" the display screen 60 by touch
or with the pen 63 (when available) . in a further
embodiment, an additional function for automatically
skipping forward (or backwards) to the next (or

previous) page with some underlining or highlighting on
it, may be provided.

Figure 4C illustrates an exemplary display page
60e, which is displayed on display screen 60 of Figures
2A and 2B when the "call bookstore" icon 13 0 as shown in
Figure 3B is selected. As shown the display page 60e
provides icons 160-169 for: locating a new local phone
number, dialing 9 first, dialing 8 first, calling
internationally, entering the number to dial and to hide
the icons on the display page 60e, respectively.
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Figure 4D illustrates an exemplary display page
60f, which is displayed on display screen 50 of Figures
2A and 2B upon engaging a bookstore number as shown in
Figure 4C. Once a telephone number for a virtual
bookstore has been selected and communications is
established, the portable display unit 32 displays a
display page 60f which provides an overview of the
features available from a particular virtual bookstore.
The display page 60f includes a window 170 which
provides online advertising, and icons 172 which enable
the user to select from major section listings such as
fiction, non-fiction, biographies, history, reference,
business materials and electronic magazines or
newspapers. An "optional features" icon 174 is also
provided for providing additional features. In
addition, a plurality of windows 176 display the
personal bookshelf titles of books already purchased by
the user. An "exit bookstore" icon 177 allows the user
to exit this page 60f when selected, while a "hide
icons" icon 178 allows the user to hide the displayed
icons.

Figure 4E illustrates an exemplary display page
60g, which is displayed on display screen 50 of Figures
2A and 2B when the "connect to PC" icon 132 as shown in
Figure 3B is selected. This feature includes the
ability to "navigate" the content database 18 of Figure
1 connected to the host computer 16, A display page 60g
provides a plurality of commands 180 corresponding to
icons 181. By selecting among these commands 181, the
user can have information displayed on display page 60g
which enables them to view information about the content
database 18, and facilitate selection, purchasing and
downloading.
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Figure 4F illustrates an exemplary page 60h, which
is displayed on display screen 60 of Figure 2A and 2B
when the "connect to PC" icon S13 2, as shown in Figure
3B, is selected. In addition, the display page 60h
displays a "start downloading" icon 182, which when
selected, enables the portable display unit 32 to
proceed downloading of selected pages from the computer
44 of Figure 1. A "hide icons" icon 183a is also
included for hiding the icons displayed and an "exit"
icon 183b permits the user to exit from this feature
when selected.

Figure 4G illustrates an exemplary display page
60i, which is displayed on display screen 60 of Figures
2A and 2B when the "switch books" icon 134 as shown in
Figure 3B is selected. As shown, the display page 60i
enables the user to switch from book A to book B by
selecting icons 184 or 186 respectively.

Figure 4H illustrates an exemplary display page 60j
which is displayed on display screen 60 of Figures 2A
and 2B when the "purge book" icon 13 6 as shown in Figure
3B is selected. As shown, the display page 60j enables
the user to select a book to read or to remove. A
niomber of books, for example, books C, D, E are
displayed on display page 60 j . Adjacent to each book C,

D or E are two icons 190 and 192, which when selected
will respectively keep the book C, D or E, or purge the
book C, D or E displayed. Icon 194 allows the displayed
icons to be hidden.

Figure 5A is a flowchart illustrating the process
S200 of viewing electronic reading materials as utilized
by the portable display unit 32 of the present
invention. The process S200 begins from a start state
S202, the process S200 proceeds to process step S204
where the process S200 opens an active book to a
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selected or a current page in accordance with user
selection. The data for the active book is decompressed
by the portable display unit 32 and displayed, along
with icons representing the functions available. The
process S200 then proceeds to process step S206, where
it decompresses the next and last pages of the active
book in advance. The process S200 then proceeds to
decision step S208 to query if the switch corresponding
to the "page turn*' icon 104, as shown in Figure 3A, has
been selected. If so, the process S200 proceeds to
process step S210, where it displays the next or the
last page, as selected by the user. The process S200
then returns to process step S206. If the "page turn"
icon 104 (Figure 3A) has not been selected, the process
S200 proceeds to decision step S212 to query if the
"display function icons" key 108 (Figure 3A) has been
pressed. If not, the process S200 returns to decision
step S208. However, if the "display function icons" key
108 has been pressed, the process S200 proceeds to
process step S210, where it displays the function key
icons

.

Next, the process S200 proceeds to decision step
S216, where it determines if the "off" key 66 (Figure
2A) has been pressed. If so, the process proceeds to
process step S218, where it saves the current page and
turns off the portable display unit 32 . The process
S200 then terminates at process step S220. If the "off"
key 66 has not been pressed, the process S2 00 proceeds
to decision step S224, where it determines if the
"dictionary" key 126 (Figure 3B) has been pressed. if
so, the process S200 proceeds to process step S224,
which is a sub-process for providing the dictionary
features of the portable display unit 32.
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If the "dictionary" key 12 6 has not been selected,
the process S200 proceeds to decision step S225, where
it determines if the "call bookstore" key 130 (Figure
3B) has been selected. If so, the process S200 proceeds
to process step S226, which is a sub-process for
providing the call bookstore features of the portable
display unit 32. If the "call bookstore" key 130 has
not been selected, the process S200 proceeds to decision
step S227, where it determines if the "download" key 182
(Figure 4F) has been selected. The "download" key 182
may be implemented on the main display page 60b (Figure
3B) or on another display page such as that shown in
Figure 4F. If the process S200 determines that the
"download" key 182 has been pressed, it proceeds to
subprocess S228. If not, it proceeds to decision step
S230, where it determines if the "flip pages" key 124
(Figure 3B) has been selected. If so, the process S200
proceeds to process step S23 4, which is a sub-process
for providing the "flip pages" features of the portable
display unit 32.

If the "flip pages" key 124 (Figure 3B) has not
been selected, the process S200 proceeds to decision
step S234, where it determines if the "view jacket" key
(not shown in Figure 3B) has been pressed. If so, the
process S200 proceeds to process step S23 6, which is a

sub-process for providing the "view jacket" features of
the portable display unit 32. If the "view jacket" key
has not been selected, the process S200 proceeds to
decision step S238.

At decision step S238, the process S200 determines
if the "change book key" (not shown in Figure 3B) has
been pressed. If so, the process S200 proceeds to
process step S240, which is a sub-process for providing
the "change book" features of the portable display unit
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32. If the "change book" key has not been selected, the
process S200 proceeds to decision step S242, where it
determines if the "underline" key 128 (Figure 3B) has
been pressed. if so, the process S200 proceeds to
process step S24 4, which is a sub-process for providing
the "underline" features of the portable display unit
32. If not, the process S200 proceeds to decision step
S246, where it determines if the "change font size" key
122 (Figure 3B) has been depressed. If so, the process
S2 00 proceeds to process step S248, which includes a
sub-process for providing the "font size" features of
the portable display unit 32.

If the "change font size" key 122 (Figure 3B) has
not been selected, the process S200 proceeds to decision
step S250 to determine if the "mark page" key 120
(Figure 3B) has been pressed. If so, the process S200
proceeds to process step S252, where it marks the page
and displays the marker tab.

The process S200 then returns to the start state
S202. If the "mark page" key 120 (Figure 3B) has not
been selected, the process S200 proceeds to decision
step S256, where it determines if the "exit" key 137
(Figure 3B) has been depressed. If so, the process S2G0
proceeds to process step S258, where it re-displays the
page and main icons. If the "exit" key 137 has not been
selected, the process S200 proceeds to process step
S260, where it continues to monitor the selection of the
various keys representing the features of the display
portable device 32

.

As shown in Figure 6A, the process S224 begins with
start state and proceeds to process step S262 where the
dictionary icons are displayed. The first word on the
display page is highlighted. The process S224 then
proceeds to decision step S264, where it determines if
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there is cursor movement. If so, the process S224
proceeds to process step S2 66 where the cursor is moved
accordingly and the new word selected is highlighted.
The process S224 then returns to decision step S264. If
there is no cursor movement, the process S224 proceeds
to decision step S268 where the process S224 determines
if the lookup word icon 141 (Figure 4A) has been
selected. If not, the process S224 proceeds to decision
step S270 where it queries if the exit icon 153 (Figure
4A) has been selected. If not, the process S224 returns
to decision step S264. If the exit icon 153 has been
selected, the process S224 terminates. If the process
S224 determines that the lookup word has been selected
in decision step S268, the proceeds to process step
S272, where it lookups the selected word in the internal
dictionary. The process S224 then proceeds to decision
step S274 where it determines if the word has been
found. If so, the process S224 proceeds to process step
S27 6 where it displays the definition of the words
selected

,

Next, the process S224 proceeds to the decision
step S278, where it determines if the cancel icon 144

(shown as an "OK" icon in Figure 4A) has been selected.
If not, the process S224 proceeds to return to decision
step S27 0, where it continues to determine if the exit
icon 144 has been selected. If the exit icon 144 has
been selected, the process S224 proceeds back to

decision step S264. If the process S224 determines that

the word selected to be looked-up in the internal

dictionary has not been found in decision step S274, the
process S224 proceeds to process step S280, where it

looks up the word in the supplemental dictionary. It

then proceeds to decision step S282, where it queries if

the word has been found. If so, it proceeds to process
step S266, where the definition is displayed. If not,
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the phrase "Word Not Found" is displayed on the display
page, as shown in process step S284 and the process S224
then proceeds to decision step S278, where it continues
to monitor if the cancel icon has been selected.

Beginning from the start state, as shown in Figure
6B, the process S226 proceeds to process step S290,
where the process S226 displays the "call book store"
display page (see Figure 4C) in telephone settings. The
process S226 then proceed to proceeds to decision step
S292, where it queries if the settings should be
changed. If not, it proceeds to decision step S294,
where it queries if a call should be placed. if it is
determined in decision step S292 that a setting has to
be changed, then the process S226 proceeds to process
step S29 6, where the new settings choices are displayed.
The process S226 then proceeds to decision step S298,
where it queries if a new choice has been selected. If
so, the process S22 6 proceeds to process step S3 00,
where the new setting is set. The process S226 then
returns to process step S296. If the process S226
determines a decision step S2 9 8 that a new choice has
not been selected, it proceeds back decision step S294.

At decision step S294, the process S226 queries if
a call should be placed. If not, the process S226
proceeds back to decision step 2 94 and continues to
monitor if a call should be placed. If at decision step
S294, it is determined that a call should be placed, the
process S226 proceeds to process step S302, where the
book store is called. The process S22 6 is then proceeds
to decision step S304, where it queries if it has been
connected properly. If the connection has been properly
placed. If not, the process S226 proceeds to process
step S3 06, where the connection error message is
displayed. The process S22 6 then proceeds back to
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process step S290. If a proper connection has been
established, the process S226 proceeds to process step
S308, where the incoming text, graphics, and icons are
displayed on the display page. The process S22 6 then
proceeds to decision step S3 10, where it queries if an
icon has been selected. If so, the process S22 6

proceeds to process step S3 12, where it sends the
identification of the icon to the book store. The
process S226 then returns to process step S3 08. If an
icon has not been selected, the process S22 6 proceeds to
decision step S314, where it queries if downloading has
been requested. If not, the process S226 queries if it
should sign off. If not, the process S226 proceeds back
to process step S308, where it continues to display
incoming text, graphics and icons. If the process S22 6

determines at decision step S316, it should sign off,
then it proceeds to disconnect the modem connection at
step S318 and then it terminates. If at decision step
S314, the process S226 determines that downloading has
been requested, the process S22 6 proceeds to process
step S320.

As shown in Figure 6C, the process S22 8 begins from
the start state and proceeds to decision step S310,

where it queries if there is room for a new book. If

not, the process S228 proceeds to process step S332,
where it determines which book is to be purged (see
Figure 4H) . The process S22 8 then proceeds to process
step S334, where it purges the book selected and then
proceeds back to decision step S330, where it queries if

there is room for a new book. If at decision step S330,
the process S22 8 determines that there is room for a new
book, it proceeds to process step S33 6, where it obtains
the download parameters from the host computer. Next,
the process S22 8 sends the public key to the host
computer for encryption as shown in process step S338,
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The process S22 8 then receives download data that has
been encrypted and compressed as shown in process step
S34 0 and then proceeds to decision step S342, where it

queries if downloading is complete. If not, the process
continues back to process step S340, where it continues
to receive download data. If at decision step S342, the
process S22 8 determines that downloading is complete,
the process S228 proceeds to process step S342, where it

equips the data with a private key and stores the data
in memory. The process S228 then terminates.

Beginning from a start state, as shown in Figure
6D, the process S232 proceeds to decision step S350,

where it queries if the "flip pages" icon 124 (Figure
3B) has been selected. If so, the process S232 proceeds
to process step S352, where it decompresses partial
pages for rapid display. If the "flip pages" icon 124

has not been selected, the process S232 continues to

monitor the "flip pages" icon 124 by returning to

decision step S3 50. Proceeding from process step S352,

the process S232 displays the partial page, as shown in
process step S354. Next, the process S232 proceeds to

process step S356, where it indexes forward or backward
queries in accordance to the pages selected. The

process S232 then proceeds to decision step S358, where
it queries if the "flip pages" icon 124 is selected. If

so, the process S232 proceeds back to process step S352.
If not, the process S232 proceeds to process step S3 60,

where it decompresses the full page and displays the
text. The process S232 then proceeds to decision step
S362, where it queries if the exit icon has been
selected. If not, the process S232 proceeds back to
decision step S3 58, where it continues to monitor the
foot key. If at the decision step S362 the exit icon
has been selected, the process S232 terminates.
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Beginning a start state, as shown in Figure 6E, the
process S236 proceeds to decision step S370, where it
queries if the jacket information is stored. if not,
the process S236 proceeds to process step S372, where it
displays a regret message and the process then
terminates. If the jacket information is determined to
be stored, the process S236 proceeds to process step
S374, where it decompresses and displays the cover of
the book selected. The process S23 6 then proceeds to
decision step S376, where it queries if the display icon
associated with the display of the cover of the book has
been selected. If so, the process S236 proceeds to
process step S380, where it displays alternate jacket
pages, and then process S236 to decision step S382. if
the cycle display icon has not been selected, the
process S236 proceeds directly to decision step S382,
At decision step S382, the process S236 queries if the
exit icon has been selected. If not, the process S236
returns to decision step S73 6, where it continues to
monitor if the cycle icon has been selected. If the
exit icon has been selected, the process S23 6

terminates

.

As shown in Figure 6F, the process S24 0 begins from
a start state and proceeds to process step S3 90, where
it displays the change book display page (see Figure
4G) . The process S240 then proceeds to decision step
S392, where it queries if a new book has been selected.
If so, the process S240 proceeds to process step S394,
where a new book is selected, and then returns to
process step S3 90, where it displays the change book
screen. If a new book has not been selected, the
process S240 proceeds to decision step S3 96, where it

queries if a purged book icon 192a, 192b, and 192c, has
been selected. If so, the process S24 0 purges the book
selected, as shown in process step S3 98, and then
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proceeds to process step S390. If the purged book icon
(Figure 14A) has not been selected, the process S240
proceeds to decision step S400, where it queries if
"book segmenting" which purges selected segments of a
book is selected. If so, the process purges the
selected segment of the book, as shown in process step
S402. The process S240 then proceeds back to process
step S390. If book segmenting has not been selected to
process the queries, the process S240 queries if the
exit icon has been selected, as shown in decision step
S404. If not, the process S240 proceeds back to
decision step S392. If the exit icon has been selected,
the process S240 terminates.

The process S244 begins from a start state as shown
in Figure 6G and then proceeds to process step S410,
where it underlines the first sentence on the page (see
Figure 4B)

.
The process S244 then proceeds to decision

step S412, where it queries if the underlined icon has
been selected. If so, the process S244 proceeds to
decision step S414, where it moves the cursor to the
next sentence and then underlines the next sentence.
The process S244 proceeds back to decision step S412.
If the underlined icon has not been selected, the
process S244 proceeds to decision step S416, where it
queries if the exit icon has been selected. If not, the
process S244 returns to decision step S412 . If the exit
icon has been selected, the process S244 terminates.

Beginning from a start state as shown in Figure 6H,
the process S24 8 proceeds to process step S420, where it
displays the font size icons. The process S248 proceeds
to decision step S422, where it queries if a new size
has been selected. The process S24 8 then proceeds to
process step S42 6, where it changes the font to the new
size. The process S248 then reformats the page and
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displays accordingly. Then it proceeds back to decision
step S422, If a new font size has not been selected,
the process S248 queries if the exit icon has been
selected. If not, it proceeds back to process step
S420, where it displays the font size icons. If the
exit icon has been selected, the process S248
terminates

.

Through the use of the present invention, a

publication "virtual bookstore" that allows for an
effective manner of examining the contents according to
individual interests, and selecting the material to
download may be maintained. In addition, a portable
display system that is compatible with the virtual
bookstore, and the corresponding security and
communication features is provided. Furthermore, a user
interface in the portable viewer that facilitates the
selection, navigation and manipulation of the published
works as they are read is provided.

As a result, a system for retaining a library of

publications and for selectively loading these
publications into a portable viewer with non-volatile
memory storage is provided. In addition, a secure
communications system that permits downloading of

copyrighted materials without concern for their

proliferation through present on-line services is also
provided

,

The present invention may be embodied in other
specific forms without departing from its spirit or

essential characteristics. The described embodiments
are to be considered in all respects only as

illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the

invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended
claims rather than the foregoing description. All

changes which come within the meaning and range of
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system for distributing textual information,
comprising

:

a host computer having a host memory for storing a

plurality of units of textual information;

a first modem coupled to the host computer for

transmitting textual information stored in the host
memory over a transmission medium;

a portable electronic book for retrieving and

displaying textual information, comprising:

a housing including a display screen that

displays textual information on display pages, the

display screen also displays a plurality of

function keys corresponding to functions provided
by the electronic book in retrieving and displaying

the textual information;

a memory for storing the textual information

and information; and

a processor coupled to the memory and display

screen for controlling the retrieval and display of

the textual information, the processor receiving

input from the function keys and for controlling

the display of the functions on the display screen;

a second modem coupled to the portable electronic

book for receiving textual information stored in the

host computer via the transmission medium;

wherein the host memoiry includes a plurality of

code numbers and wherein the memory of the portable

electronic book includes a unique code number, the host
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computer providing the textual information to the
portable electronic book upon matching of the unique
code number with a code number in the plurality of code
numbers stored in the host memory.

2. The system of Claim 1, wherein the host
computer and the portable electronic book communicate
bi-directionally

.

3. The system of Claim 1, wherein the host
computer is a World Wide Website.

4. The system of Claim 1, wherein the textual
information is encrypted and compressed prior to
transmission by the first modem.

5. The system of Claim 4, wherein the encrypted
and compressed textual information is decrypted and
decompressed by the second modem.

6. The system of Claim 1, wherein the display
screen is selected from a group consisting of: a liquid
crystal display, a cathode ray tube or an electro-
luminescent display

.

7. The system of Claim 1, wherein the second
modem is a modem located within the portable electronic
book.
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8. The system of Claim 1, wherein the display
screen comprises a pen and a digitizer screen that is
overlaid on the display screen.

9. The system of Claim 1, wherein the pen is a
stylus pen.

10. A method for distributing textual information,
comprising

:

providing a host computer having a host memory for
storing a plurality of units of textual information;

transmitting textual information stored in the host
memory over a transmission mediums-

providing a portable electronic book for retrieving
and displaying textual information, said portable
electronic book comprising:

a housing including a display screen that
displays textual information on display pages, the
display screen also displays a plurality of

function keys corresponding to functions provided
by the electronic book in retrieving and displaying
the textual information;

a memory for storing the textual information
and information; and

a processor coupled to the memory and display
screen for controlling the retrieval and display of the
textual information, the processor receiving input from
the function keys and for controlling the display of the
functions on the display screen; and
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identifying the information retrieved over the
transmission medium by a code number which permits the
addressing of the memory.

11. The method of Claim 10 further comprising the
step of providing bi-directional communication between
the host computer and the portable electronic book.

12. The method of Claim 10, further comprising the
steps of encrypting and compressing the textual
information prior to transmission.

13. The method of Claim 12, further comprising the
steps of decrypting and decompressing the textual
information upon receipt of the encrypted and compressed
textual information by the portable electronic book.
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Steps in the Birth of a High-Tech Startup

In order to better understand the role venture capital olays in start-
up businesses, let us examine the process through which a typical
Silicon Valley company Is born.

1. Inspiration

A Start-uo firm begins with inspiration, the creation of a new
product or service that serves an unmet need. Nolan Busnnell foresaw
the potential of video games as the result of his work in a Coney
Island ajnusement park coupled with playing a computer video game at
the University of Utah. So he launched Atari. Steve Jobs and Steve
Mozniak wanted a microcomputer, but couldn't afford to buy one. So
they started Apple.

100"^ 2. Pursuit

A decision to form a new business around an Innovative idea
idea often involves acceptance of risk and a departure from a secure
lifestyle. Sometimes pursuit is the only option available. Bill
Hewlett and David Packard began their firm In ]938 as a means of
providing themselves with jobs after graduation from Stanford. Silicon
Valley entrepreneurs have widely different backgrounds, business
orientations, educations, and personal characteristics, but they often
have the following in conwon: they leave wel I -pay Ingjobs with mature
companies in a similar field for their start-ups; they desire a
greater sense of control over their future; they have a very high
level of energy, motivated In part by dissatisfaction with their 80^
present position; and they know role models who are successful
entrepreneurs. They all have the determination to pursue the promise
of their "not idea" for a new product by forming their own company.
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Steps in the Birth of a High-Tech Startup

in order to better unoersiand tne role venture capital plays in start-
up businesses, let us examme the process through wliicn a typical <
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Wozniak wanted a microcomouier . but couldi?'t afford to buy one. So
they started Aopie.
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entrepreneurs. They ail have the determination to pursue the promise
of their "hot Idea" for a new product by forming tneir own company.

FIG. 4B
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FIG. 4C
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John Grisham's new
book in the fiction aisle

New SoftBook Mongolia

3^

Fiction

Non-fiction
\

Biograghies \

History <

Reference
(

Novice \

HELP SOFTBOOKS
Your On-line Library Purchases:

(Download again for free!)

FIG. 4D
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Download pages from
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FEVER

182

EXIT
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FIG. 4F
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to remove:
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Start 'S202

Open Active book to
current page.

Decompress and
display with icons.

Decompress next
and last pages in

advance.

S204

S206 S200

S212

Display next or Jast

page accordingly.
Display funcUon
key" icons

-S214

Save current page,
and turn off

hS218

S224 „ S220

S226

Go to 5
Download

-S228

FIG. 5A
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S260

Go to 6

FlipPages3
S232

Go to

Viewjacket

_S236

S240
Go to 8

^QiangeBook

Goto 9

Underline

.S244

f Go to 10
^

FontSize )

S248

S252

Mark page, display

marker tab.

S258

Re-display page and
main icons

FIG. 5B
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f
3 Dictionary

<

Start
>

I
Display dictionary

icons. Highlight first

word on page.

S224

Move cursor
accordingly, highlight

new word selected. S266

Look up selected

word in internal

dictionary.

-8272

no-
Lookup word in

supplemental
dictionary (if one)

-S280

Display definibon ^yes

S278
-no

S282

Display "V/ord not ^S284
found**

FIG. 6A
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S228

no-
Ask which book to

purge

S332

Purge book
.S334

Get download
parameters from

host

-S336

Send public key to

host for encryption ^S338

Receive download hS340
data (encrypted,

compressed)

S342
no-

Decrypt data with
private key, and
store in memory

-S346

I
Return

j

FIG. 6C
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S350

Decompress paulial

pages for rapid

display

S352

Display partial page S354

Index forward or
backward
accordingly

S356

Decompress full

page and display

no

-S360

S362

FIG. 6D
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S240

Select new book
•S394

Purge book selected

S398

Purge selected

segment of book

3402

FIG. 6F
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*— no

c Underline

S244

Underline first

sentence on page

S410

S412

S416

yes

Move cursor to next
sentence, and
underline it.

S414

FIG. 6G
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and display.
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